
Symbols

? reading or restoration of sign (in translations: of word) uncertain
(?)  reading or restoration of word (in translations: of phrase) uncertain
!  abnormal or mistaken sign; designation of column or side of tablet varies 

from hand copy
sic  marks a discrepancy with the hand copy
[ ]  encloses lost text
[ x ]  indicates space in break
[( )] integration
[Ø] indicates an empty break
⸢ ⸣  encloses damaged but legible signs
〈 〉  omitted by scribal error
〈〈 〉〉  sign to be omitted
x  illegible sign (in transliteration)
+  fragments join directly
(+)  fragments join indirectly
//  duplicate text
: Glossenkeil
/…/  phonological analysis
*  reconstructed form
*…*  encloses signs over erasure
=  separates morphological elements within words
§ section or paragraph
« » quoted text
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